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Best background images for websites free

You need to respond to your background picture loved by God. When responsive, the viewer's screen size is automatically resized. In this article, you're learning how to use HTML and CSS to create responsive background images. The image quality is not low on large screens, so it is recommended to use high-quality images. First, create a file. Create two empty files and save
them with html and css extensions. You can name them anything. Add a css file to the HTML with a link tag in the header. Also, move the image file here. For better placement, you can put css and image files in separate directories, but in this demo we put them all in one folder. First, let's see how to create a full-page, responsive background image. In the HTML file, type enough
text to appear in front of the background image. I'll put the H1 header:&lt;body&gt; &lt;div&gt; &lt;h1 class=title&gt;responsive background image&lt;/h1&gt; &lt;/div&gt;&lt;/body&gt; Enter the following in the css path_to_image: Background size: cover. Background attachment: Fixed; Background repeat: No repetition. Background position: Center; Well, that's it. When you open
HTML in your browser, the background image appears on the page. Background Size: Cover is the main property that made this possible. This property instructs the browser to scale the background image proportionally. The Background Attachment: Fixed property is fixed on the screen giving you a beautiful scene. Well, if you want to put a background image on a DIV, it's not the
whole body. A div with a fixed height and width of 100% is required. The html part is shown here. &lt;body&gt; &lt;div class=background-image&gt; &lt;h1 class=title&gt;responsive background image&lt;/h1&gt; &lt;/div&gt;&lt;&lt;/body&gt;css looks like this: Background image { Height: 1200px; Width: 100%. Text alignment: Centering Background image: url
(./path_to_img); Background size: cover. Background attachment: Fixed; Background repeat: No repetition. Background position: Center; Here, the background image responds to the div. It's about responsive background images. I hope you liked it. Join hackers noon and create your free account to unlock your custom reading experience. Designing a website does not require you
to create a static experience. With the rise of HTML5, it's easier to add animations and more to create a richer user experience. These visual flourishes can often work to create more interesting, immersive and remarkable experiences when done properly. The same goes for video, and HTML5 is easier to implement in an accessible way. Some sites use large browser-sized videos
as a background for web pages to get the most out of large browser-sized videos. Visual experience in new creative ways. Some sites use large background videos to subtly change moods and moods, while others demonstrate how the product works or tell stories that weren't as easy or fun as regular static pages. To inspire, we've gathered some of the more creative, quirky and
interesting examples of sites that make full use of video backgrounds. We hope you find our showcase for your next web design project. Retro Cyle Movie Background is an interactive advertising agency that has taken a unique approach to creating its branding story for this advertising agency mediaBOOM. The background video, shot in retro Americana style, tells the story of
their agency set in a fictional world similar to Manhattan in the 1950s. MyProvence Festival The sense of energy provided by this background video is amazing MyProvence festival site uses background video to show the highlights of artists exploring the area. The music and scenes in the video work perfectly together to set the uplifting mood of the site. Background video is a
music streaming app that adds emotions to Spotify's landing page Spotify uses background videos to help add emotions to the landing page. The central message behind the site is that Spotify is available to provide music at every moment. The background video is a series of clips that show emotional attachment in different ways, combined nicely with the accompanying music to
create a sentimental atmosphere around brand.04. Pai's Life the beautifully shot film has the beautiful website background that comes with it Ang Lee's Oscar-winning film Life of Pie's promotional website fully utilizes the full browser-sized background by showing beautifully shot excerpts. Each scene, along with music, helps turn minimalist designs into more interesting and
inspirational. The background of the video on this site shows grass waving in the wind Telly is a startup that finds and shares the most popular viral videos. Its About page makes use of faded, recurring background videos that help you set your mood beautifully. Fernando Maclen Blurry video background shows Maclen at work Fernando Maclen is a talented designer who uses
blurry video backgrounds to show off the way he does his job. The results are interesting and memorable while maintaining a simple and clean design. Windward The subtle background of this app's website is an iPhone app designed for sailors by setting the mood well to Windward and displaying data around tides, wind speeds and temperatures. Background videos showing
reasonably choppy oceans are too distracting and do a good job of setting the mood. The background to the problem is unexpected - therefore, substances that make a noticeable impact are strategic designsUse a randomly selected set of videos, each displaying a different person and using it as a background for that site. This really helps make the site stand out. It's unexpected,
so the experience is amazing and memorable. Eagle Clean Quirky Video incorporates a very short bit of video into its site to add humor and some humor to what might otherwise be boring homepage London cleaning company Eagle Clean. The landing page initially appears in very small stains and is quickly cleaned with gloved hands. Dromoland Castle Video background helps
the tromoland castle around the hotel convey the magnificent nature of Ireland's famous hotels and country estates. The homepage uses large background videos to show off the spectacular grounds, golf and nearby wildlife. The background of the Y.CO yacht video is aspirational without disproportionately sales oriented, even if you are not one of the rare few in the market for
luxury yachts, you will still find the Y.CO yacht website interesting. It uses a large-sized video to show footage of families enjoying a holiday on one of their yachts as its back-grounf. The film aspires without being too false or selling. The background of the video on the homepage of the flipboard flipboard flipboard shows how the app actually works Flipboard is an iPhone and iPad
app that merges RSS feeds, Twitter and Facebook accounts into one digital magazine, allowing you to easily switch between interesting articles. Its user interface is so important that the background of the homepage of the website is carried over to the video of the app in use. In this case, it's a genius .13 stroke, rather than teaching you how the app works. Nike Jordan M6
Background Video tells the story of how the Nike Jordan M6 was designed The Nike Jordan M6 website uses background video to tell the story of how the new sneaker design was created. Instead of delivering a sales-based message, Nike just talk about the reasons for each design choice. For those thinking of buying the Jordan M6, it will be a fascinating insight into how the
product ended up. Arcade Fire This background music video is interactive - try it! indie rock band Arcade Fire is often known for their eccentricity and they won't disappoint in this experimental promotional trailer for their neon Bible album. While the title track is playing, the background video is synchronized, but it's interactive and you can try clicking your hand while the video is
playing. Cassette This French shoe store introduces a very creative use of background videos on its site Cassette is a French online shoe store that creatively uses background videos. The background of the homepage specializes in showing that one of their bestsellers is modeled, so you can see it from all angles. The Wood The Wood is a restaurantBrussels, on the edge of the
Belgian Sonian Forest. Subtle videos on the homepage perfectly match the rustic decoration of the venue, setting the mood of the surroundings throughout the site. Words: Alex Black Writes for PrintExpress.co.uk In his spare time, he enjoys learning web app design and coding, as well as graphic design and print design. This is an updated version of an article previously
published in Creative Bloq. If you have your own website or blog for personal or professional reasons, adding images can create a more welcoming and engaging impression. You can easily add images online in standard formats such as JPEG, GIF, PNG, etc. Here's how to upload photos and other types of images and share them with others, explain them, show you ideas, and
make your website more engaging. You can also make the image a clickable link to show users elsewhere on your website. Before you start, check the size of the image you want to upload. Some hosting services do not allow files larger than a certain size. Make the image exceed the maximum allowed by the hosting service. Image size limits apply to all formats, including PNG,
GIF, JPEG, and TIFF. Upload images to your site using the web hosting service's file upload program. If not, you need an FTP program to upload images or use image hosting services. If the image is in an archive format, such as a ZIP file, extract the image first. Most web hosting platforms only allow traditional forms of uploading, not archive file types. If the image is already
hosted elsewhere, such as someone else's website, link directly (see below). You don't have to download it and re-upload it to your web server. For example, it is important to know where you uploaded the image. For example, have you added it to the root of a web server or another folder created specifically to hold the image? For example, if the web server's image has a folder
structure of &lt;root folder=&gt;\images\and you call the uploaded photo new.jpg, the URL for that photo is &lt;website&gt;\imagesew.jpg If the image is hosted elsewhere, all you have to do is right-click on the link and select the copy option to copy the URL. Alternatively, click the image to open it in your browser and copy its location from the browser's navigation bar to the image.
The URL of the image appears and decides where to go on the website. In the page, find the part of the page where you want to link the image. When you find a place to link an image, use the hyperlink feature on the web server to link the URL to a word or phrase in the sentence that references the image. It may be called Insert Link or Add Hyperlink. There are many ways to
represent a link. &lt;/website&gt; &lt;/root&gt;Image. Maybe your new image .jpg is a flower and you want your visitors to be able to click on the link to see the flowers. Here are some examples: Look at this new flower growing in my garden! I want to plant this flower this year. Look! you can also link to the image using the HTML code of the page: I have a very pretty flower growing
&lt;/a&gt; in my garden&lt;a href= amp;gt;growing very pretty flowers.lt;/a&gt;. Another way to link to images on a website is to post inline with HTML code. This means that visitors don't need a text link because they're seeing the image when they open the page. This works for images on your server or hosted elsewhere, but you need to access the HTML file of the Web page to do
this. &lt;img src=\imagesew.jpg alt=Flower&gt; &lt;img src= alt=Flower&gt; alt=Flower&gt;
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